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Argumentation schemes [35,80,91] are a relatively recent notion that continues an extremely ancient
debate on one of the foundations of human reasoning, human comprehension, and obviously human
argumentation, i.e., the topics. To understand the revolutionary nature of Walton’s work on this subject
matter, it is necessary to place it in the debate that it continues and contributes to, namely a view of logic
that is much broader than the formalistic perspective that has been adopted from the 20th century until
nowadays. With his book Argumentation schemes for presumptive reasoning, Walton attempted to start
a dialogue between three different fields or views on human reasoning – one (argumentation theory)
very recent, one (dialectics) very ancient and with a very long tradition, and one (formal logic) relatively
recent, but dominating in philosophy. Argumentation schemes were proposed as dialectical instruments,
in the sense that they represented arguments not only as formal relations, but also as pragmatic infer-
ences, as they at the same time depend on what the interlocutors share and accept in a given dialogical
circumstance, and affect their dialogical relation.
In this introduction, the notion of argumentation scheme will be analyzed in detail, showing its differ-
ent dimensions and its defining features which make them an extremely useful instrument in Artificial
Intelligence. This theoretical background will be followed by a literature review on the uses of the
schemes in computing, aimed at identifying the most important areas and trends, the most promising
proposals, and the directions of future research.
1. Argumentation schemes and the dialectical paradigm
Argumentation schemes for presumptive reasoning at the same time continued a very long and es-
tablished philosophical tradition and challenged the 20th century logical paradigm. The analysis of the
structure and the types of natural arguments and the ways to attack them was one of the crucial teach-
ings of the Sophists [64,70], and the core of Aristotle’s dialectical and rhetorical works, the Topics, the
Rhetoric, and the Sophistical Refutations [2–4]. Under the label of “topic,” Aristotle examined different
types of inference links that guarantee the plausibility of the passage from one or more premises to a
controversial claim [40]. These links were analyzed in the dialectical tradition as underlying a type of
reasoning essentially distinct from formal syllogisms. While the latter are based on rules governing the
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relationship between the position of the terms or the propositions (or quantifiers), the passages from the
premises to conclusions in dialectical syllogisms (or arguments, according to the original meaning of the
term) are based on conditionals (generalizations, or maximae propositiones) that are generally known,
shared, or accepted, namely endoxa (Abaelardus Dialectica, 262). The Aristotelian and dialectical per-
spective thus related the evaluation of arguments to the contexts in which they are used: the acceptability
of arguments was regarded as depending on the type of dialogue, the contextual conventions conven-
tions, and the audience [80]. This pragmatic perspective was neglected, even though never ignored, after
Port Royal Logic. Topics were regarded as merely instruments for finding arguments (thus forgetting
their essential and primary guarantee function, see [22]), and then claimed to be useless, and even “dam-
aging to our judgment” (Arnauld & Nicole Logic or the Art of Thinking: chap. 17 [5]). The study of the
topics, once the backbone of the “logic” (dialectics), was replaced by a purely semantic and formalistic
analysis of reasoning, abstracting arguments from their contexts and uses, and regarding them only as
sets of propositions with truth values attached to them [80]. The study of real arguments was confined
in the realm of rhetoric, which became increasingly a study of the presentation of discourse.
This formal paradigm provided clear and sharp criteria for determining the validity of inferences.
However, only a very limited number of natural arguments can be analyzed and assessed according to
formal criteria, which address representations of meaning without taking into account their communica-
tive function and their context of use. Argumentation theory attempted to address this gap. However,
the dichotomy between formal logic and rhetoric influenced the way this problem was tackled. The
rhetorical perspective [56] provided lists of commonly used arguments, without clear criteria for eval-
uating them. The logical approach applied the formal syllogistic rules to the evaluation of arguments
abstracted from their communicative function, the interlocutors, and their context. The outcome was a
description of fallacies that mirrored very imperfectly and partially the acceptable and deceptive uses of
arguments in dialogues [19,33]. Walton chose a third path, the dialectical one [17], in which arguments
are regarded as communicative events, characterized by distinct contexts, functions and effects [74]. The
object of analysis is a “pragmatic” inference [24,34,38], namely an inference triggered by an utterance
and not necessary [80]:
Presumptive reasoning, according to the analysis given in this book, is based on pragmatic implica-
tures drawn out by a hearer on the basis of what a speaker’s remarks suggest, as opposed to logical
inferences that necessarily follow from what a speaker asserts. Hence presumptive reasoning is more
rough-and-ready, more simplistic, and also more subject to defeat (and also error) than the logically
tight deductive inferences that have traditionally been studied in formal logic.
However, how to assess inferences that are context-dependent and only plausible? The formal criteria
clearly cannot help. A different instrument is needed, namely argumentation schemes.
Argumentation schemes are grounded on two fundamental dialectical pillars. The first is constituted
by the maximae propositiones of the dialectical tradition, i.e., the abstract conditional premises that
guarantee the step from the premises to a conclusion. The history of dialectics devoted a central place
to such maxims, which represented the inferential links that are commonly accepted by everyone and
underlie the most common acceptable arguments [39]. The second pillar is dialectical in the sense of
dialogical: arguments are used in different types of dialogue, each defined by distinct presumptions,
levels, and types of cooperativeness with which the speakers are expected to comply [80]. On this per-
spective, the vague Gricean maxim of cooperativeness is specified by defining the verbal activities on
what the interlocutors are cooperating, which results in different presumptions. The type of normativity
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on which argumentation schemes are based is the result of these two dialectical dimensions. The correct
use of schemes provides a prima facie reason for accepting a conclusion: as they are grounded on the
premises that are commonly accepted by everyone (endoxa), they can be considered as acceptable in
lack of contrary reasons. This notion of “validity” is clearly not truth conditional. It is rather procedural,
as an argument does not establish a “truth” (whatever it means), but rather a defeasible presumption in
favor of a conclusion, which shifts the burden of disproving it onto the interlocutor [80]. The critical
questions represent the defeasibility conditions under which the burden shifts back onto the speaker
[80].
The normativity of argumentation schemes is thus twofold. They set the constraints of the presump-
tions used to address a difference in a specific dialogical context [79] by indicating the conditions under
which a claim can be presumptively accepted, and the defeasibility conditions that shift the burden back.
Argumentation schemes are thus “filters,” or dialectical instruments, for determining and regulating how
presumptions are set in a particular dialogue [80]. They are constituted by a set of premises leading to a
conclusion, where the premises and the conclusion are forms of dialectical statements [32], and a set of
critical questions establishing the conditions under which the conclusion can be provisionally accepted.
When a critical question is asked or is proven to apply to the argument, the burden of providing evi-
dence or proving that the condition applies shifts back onto the speaker. In this sense, argumentation
schemes presuppose a dialogical context (determining their acceptable use for advancing a conclusion
presumptively acceptable) and shape it by providing for the future dialogical conditions under which the
conclusion can be presumed to be acceptable.
Argumentation schemes are dialectical instruments, and for this reason using a different framework
for analyzing or classifying them is highly problematic. For example, we consider the following argu-
mentation scheme from practical reasoning [80,91]:
PREMISE 1 Agent A has a goal G.
PREMISE 2 Carrying out this action Bi is the most acceptable (necessary/sufficient) means to realize G.
CONCLUSION Therefore, A should bring about action Bi .
This scheme provides a presumptive reason to a specific practical commitment (performing Bi), and its
use is assessed based on the following critical questions:
CQ1: Are there alternative means [B0, B1, . . . , Bn] of realizing G, other than Bi? [Alternative Means
Question]
CQ2: Is Bi an acceptable (or the best) alternative? [Acceptable/Best Option Question]
CQ3: Is it possible for agent A to do Bi? [Possibility Question]
CQ4: Are there negative side effects of A’s bringing about Bi that ought to be considered? [Negative Side
Effects Question]
CQ5: Does A have the goals other than G, which have the potential to conflict with A’s realizing G?
[Conflicting Goals Question]
Clearly, it is possible to try to find a “formal” logic in it, and claim that this scheme is abductive, but
this account does not distinguish it from other schemes that follow this abductive form. It is possible to
look for the semantic relationship between premises and conclusion, and find an underlying cause-effect
relationship, but this would not correctly depict the scheme, and would not distinguish it from others.
Schemes involve a reasoning, as they represent inferences, and they are grounded on commonly ac-
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Fig. 1. Pragmatic classification of schemes.
cepted semantic or “rhetorical” relations between the statements that form them. Schemes involve both
dimensions [48], but they are not only rhetorical and formal relations. Walton immediately acknowl-
edged the complexity of organizing the schemes, and suggested only clusters of arguments, where some
basic schemes were distinguished from their specifications [80]. According to this criterion, an argument
like the argument from consequences is considered as basic, while the slippery slope argument or the
argument from fear appeal are specifications thereof – the former is a chain of consequences, while the
latter is a specific type of consequence. In the following years, argumentation schemes have been classi-
fied according to the type of conditional premise, namely identifying some abstract rhetorical relations
under which other schemes can fall [91]. This criterion was useful for instructional purposes but lacked
clear identification criteria and a tree structure that could allow the choice of a scheme. The most recent
developments instead try to focus on the pragmatic nature of the schemes, namely what the argument in-
stantiating the scheme is used for. By changing the perspective on the scheme, it was possible to provide
dichotomic criteria that could be used to narrow down and identify the scheme. The selection criteria
resulted in the above classification tree (Fig. 1) [47–49].
Argumentation schemes are thus the modern descendants of the dialectical topics. They are essentially
pragmatic, and their use consists in the analysis and production of natural arguments – i.e., dialogical
events. Clearly, their nature is at the same time an advantage and a limitation for their computational
applications, which results in a challenge that has been taken up by many researchers, opening a growing
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stream of research [8,57,77]. In the following section, an overview of the different directions of this area
of investigation will be provided, reviewing the literature that has addressed the relationship between
argumentation schemes and AI.
2. Argumentation schemes in artificial intelligence
This short literature review is not intended to be exhaustive – it is only intended to provide an outline
of the field by taking into account indexed publications. Scopus was used to search for studies using the
keywords ‘argument* scheme,’ ‘artificial intelligence,’ and ‘mining.’ No date limitation was chosen. The
initial search returned 128 papers, excluding duplicates. A second screening focused on 2 main criteria:
1) the paper needs to concern the argumentation schemes as developed within Walton’s framework,
and 2) the paper needs to provide an original account or contribution (excluding literature reviews or
commentaries) within the field of artificial intelligence. Applying this criterion, 26 works were excluded,
of which seven were grounded on models of schemes different from Walton’s. The references of the
screened articles were also thoroughly examined to include the foundational works on which they were
based that complied with the aforementioned criteria. As a result, nine studies were added. The complete
screening process resulted in a total of 111 studies published from 2000 to 2021, thus covering a 22-
year period of research. The year 2000 corresponds to the year in which the Bonskeid Symposium
on Argument and Computation took place [8], where philosophers (including Douglas Walton) and
computer scientists met, developing ideas later published in a volume [60].
The corpus of the collected and screened studies was analyzed based on two basic criteria: their pur-
pose and their contribution to AI. The first criterion captures the nature of the works, which can be
classified in two macro-areas, namely theoretical works, and computational applications. The first cate-
gory includes studies that provide classifications, validations, formalizations, or quasi-formalizations of
the schemes aimed at making their use in protocols or computer applications possible. Theoretical stud-
ies start from a computational problem to develop the schemes, but without providing a formalization to
be directly used in AI. In contrast, the category of “computational applications” includes studies that use
directly or indirectly the schemes in tools or protocols, which can be divided in three categories: 1) works
that provide the formalization for applications, instruments, or protocols (theoretical); 2) works that pro-
pose and develop an application or protocol; and 3) studies devoted to the empirical testing or validation
of an application or an instrument. The line between “theory” and “practice” is often blurred, as for-
malizations can be later applied in programs, and programs require specific formalizations – namely a
theoretical side. The line was drawn considering the formal framework used, distinguishing the formal-
izations based on the semantics used in AI (such as Dungean semantics) from the more philosophical
ones.
The second criterion concerns the relevance for the area of Artificial Intelligence. Four broad cate-
gories were identified, namely argument mining, argument analysis and representation, argument sup-
port, and multiagent systems. These areas represent the most important types of research trends in the
field of argument and computation. The results of this analysis are reported in Tables 1; 2.
A third type of analysis was further applied, namely the social concern of the studies. This analytical
level is intended to grasp the relationship between the computational use or development of the schemes
and the area to which such work can contribute. Since this criterion does not characterize all the works
scrutinized, only a quantitative outlook is provided. Five extremely broad social sectors were distin-
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Table 1
Theoretical areas of research on argumentation schemes and AI
Purpose Areas of artificial intelligence
Argument mining Argument analysis and
representation

























































2015; Walton et al.,
2016)
guished, namely law (distinguishing between case law and interpretation), policy making (both at the
political and economic level), economics, health, and education, plus a general category of “other social
concerns” that includes studies that do not fall into the previous groups. At the level of subject matter,
68 studies addressed an area of social practice, contributing to a specific social challenge. The most rep-
resentative area is the law (30 works), and in particular case law (25). Policy making (9), healthcare (7),
economics (5) and education (3) are also addressed in the corpus, while 14 studies provided research
that does not concern any specific field within the social sciences.
Overall, research on argumentation schemes in AI is mostly devoted to the formalization of schemes
or their inclusion in formal systems for computing implementations (50 works, amount to 45% of the
total). The theoretical, quasi-formal approaches are 27 (of which 5 are not directly relevant to AI). 28
studies propose programs, almost equally distributed in the areas of argument mining (8), argument
analysis and representation (9), support to the production of arguments (7), and multiagent systems (6).
The empirical works are 6 in total, 3 aimed at validating the theoretical frameworks for the annotation
of schemes, and 3 providing the outcomes of AI applications of schemes.
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Table 2
Areas of research on argumentation schemes and AI: AI applications
Purpose Areas of artificial intelligence
Argument mining Argument analysis
and representation
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(Dumani et al., 2021) (Toniolo, Norman, &
Sycara, 2012)
3. Trends of research
The research on argumentation schemes and Artificial intelligence can be mapped in some broad
trends, which capture at the same time the most promising areas and the open challenges. Below are
outlined some of these trends based on the aforementioned results of our literature review.
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3.1. Theoretical developments
Argumentation schemes are at the same time a resource and a challenge for the world of Artificial
Intelligence. Their potential lies in the accuracy and specificity of analysis that can be performed by
using them: schemes allow the detection of the types and subtypes of arguments expressed in a text (or
to be produced) without resorting to an artificial semantic system [12]. However, the drawback of this
precision is the complexity of its use, which emerges even at the level of manual annotation and is due to
two types of issues, one theoretical and the other practical. From a theoretical point of view, the number
of schemes is too high to guarantee agreement between coders, and the lack of classification criteria or
decision trees has led to difficulties in their use. Attempts to test the reliability of this instrument have
achieved results ranging from fair [23,65] to satisfactory results by reducing the number of schemes
to few categories [29], or involving expert annotators [78]. From a practical point of view, the use of
schemes need to face the complexity of real texts, which often involve chained arguments or can be in-
terpreted in different ways [78]. To address these problems, schemes have been specified by identifying
their distinguishing features [84–86,88], and organized in binary categories allowing theory-driven deci-
sion trees [89,92]. The most promising theoretical developments are either directed to the simplification
of the system of schemes, or the formalization of their manifestation in specific contexts [65]. The intro-
duction of new schemes to capture specific types of argument characterizing a type of text [46,50,55,81]
can increase reliability, but reduce the applicability of the instrument.
The theoretical development of schemes is crucial for the creation of “gold standard” corpora, namely
annotated databases that can be used for training automatic classifiers [23]. Few databases of arguments
are publicly available [61], and the training is often performed on private datasets whose reliability and
coherence with argumentation schemes theory is not specified. Very rarely do annotated corpora include
detailed information about the coding procedure and accurate reliability measures [23].
3.2. Argument mining
Perhaps the most ambitious project in the field of argumentation and AI is the automatic detection
of the types of arguments [51,66] (23 studies are devoted to this endeavor). Argumentation schemes
provide categories of arguments, together with criteria for recognizing them; however, a direct matching
between the stereotypical, quasi-formal representations of premises and conclusions and natural argu-
ments is impossible. Natural arguments are characterized by an implicit dimension and the possibility
of being expressed in many different ways – in sum, they are incomplete and based on an extremely
complex ontology [45]. The classical methods for argumentation scheme detection are based on textual
features, normally keywords [30,41]. This approach has provided relevant results; however, the success
is normally limited to specific conditions – a simplified database (a corpus of pre-identified arguments
with explicit conclusions [95]), or specific classification conditions (pairwise identifications). However,
the combination between the distinct textual (superficial) features, such as discourse indicators, scheme
structure, or topical similarity, had led to satisfactory outcomes also when used on databases not pre-
viously analyzed and simplified [42]. A different strategy consists in applying automatic classifiers to
databases previously interpreted – for example, with discourse relations manually identified and classi-
fied [18] – or conversely specifying the schemes to a specific topic and thus narrowing the gap between
the ontology of the scheme and the one of the text [30]. A third approach is focused on the argument
pipeline that can eventually lead to or facilitate argumentation schemes identification. For example, ar-
gument elements (evidence, oppositions, etc.) have been classified in macro-categories (anecdote, study,
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statistics, etc. or judgment, moral judgment, slippery slope, etc.) using tree kernels (measures of similar-
ity between syntactic-semantic structures occurring in texts), making it possible to get closer to argument
detection [43,44].
3.3. Argument analysis and representation
One of the most productive trends of research involving argumentation schemes is argument repre-
sentation and analysis, especially in the field of law [26,87]. The use of argumentation schemes in the
representation of arguments pursues two goals. The first is to provide an evaluation of a complex argu-
mentation [10] – in addition to its visualization and analysis – either through dedicated software systems
or formal argumentation frameworks [13,15]. The second is to develop a World Wide Argument Web
(WWAW), namely a structured web of interconnected arguments posted online, which can be searched
by topic or by structure [59].
This latter aim characterizes the efforts devoted to developing tools such as Araucaria, OVA, and
ArgDF, in addition to a “common language,” namely a shared ontology for representing argumentation,
that can be used by different tools and systems (AIF). Among the most known software visualization
tools, Araucaria [62] was the first that integrated argumentation schemes. Araucaria allows users to rep-
resent the manually identified or reconstructed premises and conclusions of an argument as a graph, as-
sociating the link leading from the premise-nodes to the conclusion node with an argumentation scheme.
Moreover, it allows the identification of the speaker and thus can represent actual dialogues. The Online
Visualization of Argument (OVA) and ArgDF are based on a common ontology – the Argumentation
Interchange Format (AIF) – that provides a common, formalized perspective on argumentation, facil-
itating data exchange between different tools for argument visualization. OVA [36] is an interface for
the analysis of arguments online, which allows the specification not only of the argumentation scheme,
but also of the role of each premise (for example, the expertise premise in arguments from authority,
etc.), and the strength of the argument, assessed through critical questions. The System for Authoring
and Navigating Arguments (ArgDF) [58,59] is a Semantic Web-based system that allows the creation,
visualization, and manipulation of arguments (also by attacking arguments and creating new argumenta-
tion schemes), in addition to semantically querying semantically annotated arguments on the Web. The
last well-known system of argument representation, developed principally for case-law, is Carneades
[25,27,87]. Carneades is a formal model of argumentation on which a software visualization and evalua-
tion system is based, based on a specific abstract argumentation framework. Arguments are represented
both as products and as parts of argumentation processes – i.e., as related to a network of arguments for
or against a certain conclusion. The original aspect of Carneades is the attribution to each statement of a
standard of proof, which allows the prediction of the burden shifting.
Carneades illustrates the other fundamental goal of using schemes in formal and visual representations
of arguments, namely assessing the outcome of an argumentation process. In Carneades, it is possible to
attribute to each premise a numerical weight, corresponding to conditional probabilities, and distinguish
its status (accepted, defeated, attacked) [28]. The schemes and the relationships between arguments
allow the calculation of the possible acceptability of a conclusion. Also other argument representation
systems include strategies for evaluating arguments, based on their structure (argumentation scheme) and
the relations with other arguments, attacks, and counterarguments [97,98]. Critical questions are used to
assess the strength of individual arguments and the attack relationships between arguments can connect
arguments in networks, distinguishing the conclusions based on the attacks received. A further step was
provided by the introduction of preference rules among schemes [16,63,92], which allow predicting the
relative superiority of an argument over another.
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3.4. Argument assistance and decision support
Argumentation schemes are also used to support the “invention” of arguments by users in argument
assistance programs [75,76]. Argument analysis and visualization tools are designed for annotating texts
and reconstructing the relationships between arguments. A different approach is provided by systems that
help users construct, evaluate, and challenge their own arguments. An example is AVIZE (Argument Vi-
sualization and Evaluation) [31], which supports users in the evaluation of the available evidence and
its use in arguments, represented in forms of diagrams. Argumentation schemes guide the process of
invention by providing the conditions for an inference scheme to apply and support the argument eval-
uation by showing the critical aspects thereof. Similar systems are structured as templates, in which the
user is guided in the choice of an argumentation scheme, which s/he then selects; this choice leads to a
set of questions, whose answers are then organized and structured in an semi-automatically generated
argumentative message [67–69]. Such templates can be adjusted to specific fields or disciplines by cre-
ating specific, ad hoc schemes. By following specific argument templates, users produce standardized
arguments, making it possible for the discussants to detect, assess, and reuse arguments [20,21].
A different type of systems is designed to support the decision-making processes by constructing,
representing, and evaluating the reasons in favor or against a specific decision [52,53]. Argumentation
schemes are used for assessing and integrating the new information and the new reasons: critical ques-
tions guide the user in accepting or excluding reasons or information, updating the system representing
the overall structure of the pro and con arguments [37]. The dialectical nature of argumentation schemes
has been used for eliciting from doctors the information necessary for deciding about the viability of
organs for transplantation [71], combining different arguments and information on a specific medical is-
sues, supporting the decision making in treatment issues [90], and collecting, comparing, and evaluating
arguments in favor or against policies [9].
3.5. Multiagent systems
Decision-support systems represent a specific development of a much broader research area, consist-
ing in the development of computerized dialogical processes between different agents (machine-machine
or machine-human interactions, see [96]). The most important trend within this area is decision-making,
represented using the argumentation scheme from practical reasoning [6,11,14], and dialogue norms
based on the deliberation dialogue [94]. This vast area can be mapped by considering three types of
works: 1) theoretical developments of dialogue models, setting out the rules of an interaction; 2) devel-
opments of formal or computational argumentation frameworks regulating interactions; and 3) empirical
testing of the effectiveness of a multiagent system.
Walton greatly contributed to the theoretical developments of dialogue models, outlining rules and
procedures governing different types of dialogues (see for instance [83]) or specifying the relationship
between types of dialogues, moves, and argumentation schemes [82,93,94]. The formal and computa-
tional developments represent the major trend. Atkinson and colleagues outlined a formal system in
which the distinction between the types of premises allows the detection of the values underlying a prac-
tical conclusion, while the critical questions and the preference ordering allows a system to automatically
compare arguments, recommending a proposal [7,9]. Dialogical protocols have been also combined by
Oren and colleagues with argumentation schemes and evidence in an argumentation framework in which
agents exchange arguments that are then evaluated considering the available evidence, resulting in a con-
clusion that corresponds to what the interlocutors should agree upon. A distinct approach is constituted
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by attempts to include in the argumentation framework the contextual, organizational circumstances that
define not only the agents’ roles, but also the types of arguments used by the agents [54].
Finally, empirical works are aimed at determining statistically the advantages of a specific system. For
example, the use of argumentation schemes in multiagent systems has been proven also empirically to
affect the quality of deliberation. Toniolo and colleagues [72,73] showed how a model of deliberation
dialogue based on argumentation schemes leads to a higher resolution of conflicts between the agents,
resulting in more collaborative plans.
4. This special issue
This Special Issue provides a twofold contribution to this complex area of research. On the one hand,
it addresses some fundamental challenges, both theoretical and applicative, by advancing new propos-
als. On the other hand, it maps the uses of argumentation schemes in artificial intelligence from the
perspective of three broad fields of application, namely biology, international relations, and law.
Mood and force in defeasible arguments raises a theoretical question that exceeds the boundaries of
linguistics and philosophy of language to become a very practical issue for any use of argumentation
schemes: how to interpret the force of utterances in arguments, and even more importantly, what ut-
terances are for in a dialogue? How can we claim that an utterance is an assertion, a command, or a
question, and has been produced for a specific dialogical goal? These questions point out one of the
crucial limitations of AI when pursuing the goal of coping with real texts: interpretation is a defeasible
endeavor and linguistic indicators – such as mood – can provide only tentative, presumptive conclusions.
Quandt and Licato distinguish not only force from its linguistic manifestation, i.e., grammatical mood,
but also from the dialogical acts that are performed through an utterance. The defeasibility of interpreta-
tion is addressed by the use of argumentation schemes. The force setters provide a defeasible indication
of the possible use of an utterance in an argument of a certain type, represented by an argumentation
scheme; however, this hypothesis needs to be tested by critical questions, which assume an intent and
verify its relevance to the dialogue (whether the interpretation would lead to a relevant move) and the
commitments that the speaker would take on.
Two papers outline AI applications of argumentation schemes, contributing to two distinct streams of
research, namely argument support systems and multiagent systems. Argumentation schemes for clinical
decision support concerns the issue of patient-doctor communication and decision-making. In clinical
practice, especially in multi-morbidity situations, clinical decision support systems can help collect,
compare, interpret the data from different sources and provide justifications and reasons for treatment
options. The core of this proposal lies in the use of schemes, which are a bridge between human di-
alogues and formal systems. However, to be used, schemes and critical questions need to be adapted
to the specific domain of practice, so that they can represent the actual, most common types of spe-
cific arguments used in a given medical context. The authors provide such schemes based on a General
Practitioner’s experience and develop a decision support system in which clinical data are combined
with medical guidelines to instantiate an argumentation scheme. The argument resulting from this oper-
ation is combined within an argumentation framework with other conflicting or supporting arguments,
assessed through critical questions and argument preferences, leading to a recommendation.
In A computational model of argumentation schemes for multi-agent systems, Panisson, McBurney
and Bordini present a novel argumentation framework in which argumentation schemes are used for
multi-agent communication. In particular, their formalism allows agents to use the schemes, detect the
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argumentation schemes expressed by the other agents’ arguments, and request clarification in case it
is not possible to identify a scheme with certainty. Moreover, this system allows addressing deep dis-
agreement by allowing sub-dialogues on the specific instantiation of a scheme, using critical questions
to bring to light and evaluate the implicit premises used. This framework is evaluated by implementing
it in the Jason multi-agent platform, calculating the time needed for constructing an argument using a
scheme considering different variables, such as the critical questions and nested arguments.
The last two papers provide a focused review of the AI literature on the use of the schemes in spe-
cific domains. Green, with her paper on Argumentation schemes: From genetics to international rela-
tions to environmental science policy to AI ethics shows the research path followed to use the schemes
in computational applications for representing real arguments and supporting the production of argu-
ments. As the author points out, the passage from texts to the formalizations needed for AI is bridged
by schemes, which needed to be adapted to different genres and subject domains. The development of
annotation schemes and more importantly annotation corpora is necessary for machine training, while
argument representation can be used not only for analytical purposes but also for argument support sys-
tems. Through an overview of her projects, Green offers a critical perspective on how schemes can be
used in specific domains, and the future steps.
The last paper Argumentation schemes in AI and law concerns the subject domain that has stimulated
more research in AI and argumentation schemes, namely the law. Atkinson and Bench-Capon illustrate
the different trends of research, distinguishing the logical and dialogical nature of schemes. Presenting
the background of legal research before the use of schemes, the authors show how this tool has con-
tributed to representing different types of arguments used in legal discussions or statutory interpretation,
modelling the creation of arguments, evaluating legal reasons through critical questions, and developing
dialogical protocols that define sequences of moves based on the type of argument and the corresponding
critical questions.
As this short literature review shows and the contributions to this special issue testify, argumentation
schemes are a methodological instrument that finds more and more computational applications and is ap-
plied in some of the most ambitious areas of research in AI. Douglas Walton understood the importance
of the schemes both at a philosophical and computational level, and enthusiastically dialogued with the
world of AI, which he always acknowledged as inherently related with philosophy. The outcomes of this
research, which inevitably is partially, incompletely, and approximately presented in this introduction,
are clear evidence of how Doug contributed to shaping the area of argument and computation, revealing
the philosophical dimension of AI, and the need of philosophical tools such as the schemes for chasing
some computational dreams.
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